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Abstract: 

Students of the millennial generation 
are often attributed with a willingness to 
embrace new electronically based forms 
of reading and writing, something they 
have become used to in lives 
circumscribed by technology [Costanzo 
(1994); Tapscott, Donald. (1998). 
Growing up digital: The rise of the net 
generation. New York: McGraw-Hill; 
Bolter (1992)]. However, with few 
exceptions (see [Newbold, W. Webster. 
(1999). Transactional writing instruction 
on theWorldWideWeb. Kairos. Retrieved 
from (<http://english.ttu.edu/kairos/
4.1/index.html>); Johnson-Eilola, 
1992]), these assumptions are not 
based upon studies that explore 
students’ experiences reading digital 
narratives [Yellowlees Douglas, Jane. 
(2004).The end of books or books 
without end? Ann Arbor: University of 
Michigan Press]. This study of students 
in a university literature course fills that 
gap by focusing upon the students’ own 
words in their reactions to and 
experiences of digital narratives, 
revealing the crucial disjuncture 
students experience when moving from 
print to digital narratives. Using 
Rosenblatt's theory of the transactional 
relationship between reader and text, 
this study explores the roots of that 
disjuncture and the pedagogical 
implications that arise when instructors 
incorporate digital texts into 
composition classrooms. 

Millennial Generation – these students have a willingness to embrace new 
electronically based forms of reading & writing: their lives are circumscribed by 
technology; young people b/w 1982 & 1998; but the above statement is not 
based upon studies that explore students’ experiences reading digital narratives 
p. 56

• This generation experiences a life mediated by technology p. 58
• These new technologies influence the way students think, learn, process 

information p. 59
• These technologies offer potential for new forms of instruction which tap 

into their existing habits & behaviors to make education more responsive to 
their needs (Prensky) p. 59

• Students read hypertext different from print text p. 59

Essay prose – includes hierarchical structure, unified consciousness, forms 
the basis for pedagogy, forms the basis in most English composition classrooms 
p. 57

Reading & writing digital texts – a significant detour from traditional notions of 
essay literacy p. 57

The ability to join text with sound, visual elements & animation to make 
connections b/w texts via hypertext/ to create multi-vocal & collaborative 
texts – offers students alternatives to the independent unified structure of the 
academic essay p. 57

Our own experiences teaching with digital texts – elicited a surprising amt of 
frustration & anxiety from our students p 57

• It is unclear how students will react to new forms of text in the context of 
the classroom p. 57

• Students – accustomed to digital texts in the form of video games & 
web sites p. 57

Digital text / electronic test – used to describe interactive texts; the reader 
must actively make decisions from these links p. 58

Jane Douglas – identified digital narratives as text-based narratives known 
as hypertext fiction & image-based narratives p. 58

• Hypertext fiction – follows the path of print novels & is more the focus of 
this article p. 58

The Garden of forking paths by Jorge Luis Borges – readers find multiple 
perspectives, non-linear narrative and an open ending p. 58

Hypertext fiction challenges – we lose visual cues, the length of a page, the 
boundaries & ability to flip the page over; they demand that the reader develop 
new decoding skills & new forms of hyper-reading, fluidity of electronic text 
invites reader to alter text at will & actively choose links p. 58

Hypertext fiction and digital narratives – can potentially be used to break thru 
institutionalized boundaries, connecting the writing to the students existing 
social practices p. 58

Rosenblatt’s theory – helps to understand student reactions to digital texts; 
focuses on relationship b/w reader & text and on total literary transaction including 
nonverbal / socio-physical settings & linguistic processes of decoding into 
symbols on printed page p. 59

• The relationship b/w reader & text is transactional  p. 59
• Efferent reading – reading that focuses on what reader takes away from 

text
• Aesthetic reading – reader focuses on what happens during act of 

reading; pays attn to the associations, feelings, memories & experiences 
invoked by text p. 59

• Text functions in two ways:
• It acts as stimulus that activates reader’s past experience p. 65
• Text helps to regulate the forefront of reader’s attn as the reader seeks a 

hypothesis to guide the selecting, rejecting and ordering of what is being 
called forth p. 65

3 barriers to Aesthetic Reading – conventions control and closure p. 64

Pedagogical implications – call into question our assumptions about millennial 
students and our own ideas about role of pedagogy in teaching of digital texts p. 
70

Harkin – scholars have begun to consider efficacy of explicit instruction in reading 
as component of writing courses p. 71

Authors – in multimodal environments, explicit instruction is increasingly 
relevant where texts take on variety of forms associated with visual images & 
multimedia (New London Group) p. 71

• Discussion should include consideration of social & cultural context 
surrounding stance toward reading p. 71

• Encourage students to examine ways their stance towards different kinds of 
digital texts differs from hypertext fiction p. 71

• We need to be armed with meta-awareness
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